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1. (a) Give a regular expression that describes the language

{w∈ {0,1}∗ | w contains an odd number of 0’s or an odd number of 1’s (or both).}

5p.

(b) Design a nondeterministic finite automaton with noε-transitions that recognises the lan-
guage in part (a). 5p.

(c) Design a deterministic finite automaton that recognises the language in part (a).5p.

2. (a) Design a context-free grammar for the language

L = {aib jck | i = j or j = k}.

5 p.

(b) Show that the grammar you gave in part (a) is ambiguous. 5 p.

(c) Prove (precisely!) that the language in part (a) is not regular. 5 p.

3. Design a (nondeterministic) pushdown automaton that recognises (accepts) the languageL con-
sidered in problem 2. (Present the automaton preferably as a state diagram rather than a transi-
tion table.) Show the accepting computation sequences (“runs”) of your automaton machine on
inputsabandabbcc. 15p.

4. Oneof the following:

(a) Justify the claim: if languageL⊆{0,1}∗ is context-free, then so is the following language
that consists of all the prefixes of the words inL:

Lpref = {x∈ {0,1}∗ | xy∈ L for somey∈ {0,1}∗}.

(Hint: It may be useful to consider grammars in Chomsky normal form here.) 15p.

(b) Explain what is meant by an undecidable problem, give an example of such, and prove
that your example problem indeed is undecidable. You may use any results in your study
material except ones that directly state that “problemP is undecidable”. Give precise
definitions and arguments. 15p.

Total 40p.


